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DOWNTOWN DIVAS
SYNOPSIS

ACT 1.   Scene 1. Holiday Hampers Pages 7-18

The story begins with the entry of the workers as they clock in for the day’s shift. We are introduced to all of the principal female
players and two of the male characters. Mr Bowkoff, (the work’s manager) and Jonty & Digger (two of the shop floor workers). In
this scene we meet Rianna a foreign student on her sabatical, working her way around Europe.  She is welcomed by the rest of the girls
on the assembly line who all introduce themselves, under the ever watchful eye of Mr. Bowkoff. This is when the individual characteristics
of each worker is quickly defined. From the no-nonsense, synical Bianca, the motherly Hannah, sensible Claire, Environmentalist
Suzie to the carefree teenager Kate (or “Late Kate “as everyone calls her) and finally the reclusive Donna when we witness the friction
between and her and her partner Jonty, a relationship that seems to have run its course and is about to come to an inevitable conclusion.

Scene 2.  Graham’s Workshop Pages 18-26

The scene opens with Graham in his repair shop ‘G Force Electronics’ where he’s joined by Kate’s boyfriend Smiley.  It isn’t long
before the final main character Jethro (Jet) arrives in his usual brash and boistrous manner. Ever the optimist and always looking for
the next ‘big break’ or as he always calls it “Business Venture” This time he informs his two friends, it’s a “Postal Service” to which
he’s given with the grandoise title, ‘Jet Propelled Courier Service’.  For this new venture he has acquired an old clapped out
motorbike?  Now all of the characters have been introduced, the storyline moves forward with Jethro revealing this latest ‘business
plan.’to Claire and Kate when they arrive, obviously not at all impressed (again) and when Jethro exits the other room with his new
transport, Kate decides to mime to a demo piece on one of the synthesisers in for repair. Claire joins her much to the amusement of the
boys. When Jethro re-enters he is totally ‘taken in’ by the talented duo, so they all keep up the charade. During this episode, Claire
receives a phone call telling her of the sudden illness of Mr. Holiday, the proprietor of Holiday Hampers.

Scene 3.  The Worker’s Canteen (2 weeks later) Pages 26 - 34

As a result of the phone call we are now in the work’s canteen where a sombre Mr. Bowkoff informs the staff of the closure of the
business. However, later on in this scene, ever on the make, Jethro has come up with another brilliant money-making venture, (or so he
thinks). He tells Claire and Kate he is now a theatrical agent and he’s booked them perform at the downtown Palace Theatre. There is
however, one slight problem, (as we know), neither Claire nor Kate are musicians, a fact pointed out with equall fortitude.  Unfortunately,
Jethro has entered them into a lucrative but binding contract with financial penalties if they back out. Consequently it is decided that
the one-off performance will go ahead with Graham ‘fixing’ the equipment to look as though they are actually performing live. They
cajole two of the other ladies (Bianca & Donna)  into this ‘band’  named ‘The Maskeraders,’ with the promise of a share of the money.
This is also the scene in which Donna breaks the news to Jonty telling him she is to be the ‘lead singer’ in the new group. This creates
the catalyst which brings about their break-up, the scene ends with Jonty (egged on by his mate Digger) promising retribution to the
other girls whom he believes are responsible for turning Donna against him

INTERVAL
ACT 2.  Scene 1.  The Palace of Varieties - Stage Door Pages 35 - 41

The setting is ‘The Stage Door’ street entrance. The cast are arriving for the morning rehearsal prior to the evening performance. Jonty
and Digger are planning to ‘spirit away’ Donna, thus preventing her from taking part. In this way they are sure that the performance
will fail. The plan is put into action, with the assistance of Digger’s cousin Jacko,  Donna is persuaded to leave with him on a pretext
that Jonty is threatening to self-harm.  Naturally her absence causes panic with the rest of the group members, knowing their performance
will have to be cancelled.  It is at this point Rianna’s father ‘Homer’ arrives and provides the answer to Donna’s whereabouts

Scene 2.  The Performance Pages  42-43

The scene opens with the Compere announcing a change to the programme  “due to unforseen circumstances” etc.  However, Jethro
saves the day, provide a holding tactic, with his ‘Plan B’.  Donna is eventually able to join the group thereby fulfilling the obligations
of the contract.

Scene 3. After the Show Pages 44-47

After a successful performance, we learn how Holiday Hampers is also saved from closure and Jethro announces his next new business
venture. ‘Jet Stream Travel’.. Does this guy ever give up!?

ACT 3. Holiday Hampers. The Finale Pages 48-51
In this concluding scene the play ends on a happy note, with everyone’s wish materialising (except Jonty’s) just as intended.
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DOWNTOWN DIVAS
BOOK, MUSIC & LYRICS BY DENNIS A.WESTGATE

THE CAST
16 principals:  (7 females + 9 males)  + members of the chorus

THE WORKERS AT HOLIDAY HAMPERS  (See profiles on pages 5 & 6))

1)  RIANNA *
2)  SUZIE **
3)   KATE *
4)  HANNAH **
5)  DONNA *
6)  BIANCA **
7)  CLAIRE **
8)  JONTY *
9)  Mr. BOWKOFF
10) DIGGER
OTHER PRINCIPALS

11)  GRAHAM **
12)  JETHRO (Jet} BLACKTHORN *
13)  SMILEY (Simon) **
14)  HOMER  DIMITRIUS
15)   JACKO (& COMPERE)  (Typical Bingo announcer. Loud and confident.  Also a member of the chorus)
16)   BRETT BUTLER  (A non-speaking part. flamboyant Rock Star, also a member of the chorus)

MEMBERS OF THE CHORUS ........... (Various ages with dancing & singing abilities)

THE MUSIC

1) Racing with the Clock .............................. Principals (main females) & Chorus.. ... 7/8
2) My Cinderella Fella .................................. Kate & Principals ................................ 12/13
3)  I Don’t Love Him Anymore ..................... Donna .................................................. 14
4) It’s Only a Dream...................................... Principals & Chorus ............................ 17/18
5) A Guy’s Gotta Do ..................................... Jethro, Graham & Smiley .................... 21/22
6) The Next Best Thing ................................. Kate & Principals ................................ 23/24
7) Mister One and Only ................................ Jethro & Chorus .................................. 25/26
8) No More Racing with the Clock ............... Chorus ................................................. 27/28
9) This Way For Fame ................................... Kate & Principals ................................ 33
10) Loving Can Hurt ....................................... Donna & Jonty..................................... 34
11) Tonight’s the Night ................................... Chorus ................................................. 38
12) The Masquerade ........................................ Jethro & Chorus Dancers .................... 42
13) It’s Over .................................................... Donna & The Maskeraders .................. 43
14) Downtown Girl ......................................... The Maskeraders & Chorus Dancers .. 43
15) Racing with the clock (reprise) ................ Full Cast .............................................. 48
16) Find Me Guilty ......................................... Jethro & Full Cast ............................... 50/51

NOTE
* KATE, DONNA, JETHRO & JONTY
MUST HAVE STRONG SINGING VOICES.

** SUZIE, HANNAH, BIANCA,
SMILEY, CLAIRE & GRAHAM
MUST ALSO BE GOOD SINGERS.
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RIANNA

 She is an excellent motherly type, always fussing and will always be there in an emergency to
give comfort and quiet reassurance to those she thinks require it. A very good person to have
around in times of trouble she will be tenacious in her efforts to keep the family unit together. She
is kind, sensitive, sympathetic and an excellent home maker. Being the eldest in the group and
married with 2 kids, she is never phased by any kind of trauma and always manages to bring order
to chaos.

SUZIE

Always ready to help out at a moment’s notice without becoming emotionally involved. Personal
independence is extremely important to her even to the point of rejecting intimate relationships
She is rational, intelligent  but equally stubborn and fixed in her opinion. She will always approach
problems analytically, thereby appearing cold hearted. However, she is very loyal, protective, a
great humanitarian with a passion for anything original and quirky.

KATE

HANNAH

Sensitive, gentle and kind hearted, always eager to escape from reality. She has a flair for poetry,
acting, mime and dancing. Cannot cope with discipline or routine very well so her life has no
particular order or plan. However her natural warmth and genuine charm compensate for her
chaotic lifestyle.   Romantically she is easily carried away and has found her perfect soulmate in
Smiley, a designer in the fashion industry.

DONNA

BIANCA

CLAIRE

A foreign student but with a very good English accent, having come from a wealthy Greek family.
Has a spontaneous warm-hearted charm that wins her many friends. Very enthusiastic and a great
optimist, eager to bring sunshine into everyone’s lives. Ambitious with a natural ability to adapt to
new surroundings.  An asset to have on any team as she brings great organising skills combined
with a lot of common sense and practicallity.

Has an easy going nature, hates any sort of confrontation and has a tendency to agree with anyone
as a way of keeping the peace. After a difficult childhood she cannot bear the thought of being
alone and is always trying to increase her circle of friends, always wanting beauty and harmony
in her surroundings. This trait becomes apparent when it comes to decision making about her
personal life. Her indecision to make changes has allowed her to be locked into the bad relationship
she finds herself in, with her partner Jonty.

Blessed with a great sense of humour and basically a lady not inclined to waste two words when
one will do. Her dour dry comments can be extremely funny. Very laid back she likes to lead a
quiet unruffled life with a tendency to do things in her own time. A creature of habit with a sense
or purpose but at the same time is able to cast aside anything that does not come up to her high
standards. She will persevere with a problem when all others have given up.

Wild and tomboyish by nature she approaches everything with careless abandon. Loves the thrill
of danger and exciting challenges . This element makes her versatile,  consequently she can easily
become bored when there is nothing to stimulate her mind. She loves power shopping especially
with other people’s money, which in most cases is Graham’s, her long standing partner.

PROFILES OF THE FEMALES
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PROFILES OF THE MALES

Mr BOWKOFF
The Work’s Manager. Loveable but firm with his staff.  Fancies himself as a bit of a comedian
but sadly, because he is in such an exalted position, it is always the poor staff who are the
butt of most of his jokes. Nevertheless, they all look on him with good humored affection.

JETHRO
Always looking for a way to make his fortune but never quite getting there.
However, ever the optimist, he never takes ‘no’ for an answer so carries on
regardless of what others think. All in all, this ‘gung ho’ attitude to life, seems to
stand him in good stead and finally pays dividends, but as usual, not as he planned.

GRAHAM
Level headed with a serious wit. Runs his own electronics business. ‘G Force Electronics,
repairing musical instruments and sound & lighting rigs. Has a good analytical brain and
has to put this to good use, when dealing with his long-time friend Jethro’s latest ‘get rich
schemes’. Graham is Claire’s partner.

SMILEY
Has just completed his degree in Fashion Design and now works in one of the fashion
sweatshops. Has a very laid-back attitude to life with loads of boyish charm. He adores his
Kate, (pet name Cinderella) and she calls him her ‘Little Buttons’ (He took her to see the
panto’ Cinderella.) Not surprisingly they are ideally suited to each other and envied for
their simplistic approach to life.

JONTY
Fancies himself as a bit of a ‘Jack the Lad’. Has ideas way above his station as he has no
qualifications so he makes up for this by boasting of non-existing exploits. Has a weakness
for drink and gambling and inclined to temper and mood swings which, often as not, fall on
the shoulders of his partner, Donna.

DIGGER
Works alongside Jonty. Has no real personality of his own so tends to copy his ‘hero’ Jonty.
Can be very manipulative in an underhand way and takes great delight in creating mischief
by rumour mongering. Has difficulty in forming relationships with the opposite sex and in
consequence is jealous of Jonty’s control over Donna.

Mr. HOMER

A  self-made Greek millionaire. Spends most of his time travelling the world. A widower
who dotes on his daughter Rianna even though she is an adult and fully capable of looking
after herself, he still tries to do his best to keep her ‘safe’.

AUTHOR’S NOTE:-
As with all comedy, the timing of the lines and hesitation for the audience response, can make all the difference in
making this a successful production. The same applies to all of the entries and exits, as some of the dialogue
depends on the character being in the right place at the right time. If you bear this in mind I’m positive you will
have a winning new musical and your audience leaving the auditorium with a smile and a song.

        Dennis
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DOWNTOWN DIVAS
© 2015  Book, Music & Lyrics by Dennis A.Westgate

ACT 1.

Scene 1: Holiday Hampers

(The assembly line run across the stage left to right. Each hamper girl is assigned a different product, so has a
separate box containing one of the items, i.e. Tinned ham, jars of pickles, various tinned vegetables etc.  The
scene opens with the work force arriving from the back of the auditorium, singing the opening number. At this
time the centre are closed. The time clock is placed facing the auditorium  at the top of the stairs leading on to the
stage area.)

Song: RACING WITH THE CLOCK
(Note: The 1st verse is sung by the cast as they enter the auditorium. This verse is repeated with Mr. Bowkoff and soloists
then continue on to the second verse.)

ALL CAST When you’re racing with the clock, when you’re racing with the clock
Every second seems a minute, when you’re racing with the clock
Every hour of the day, is another hour’s pay
Though your tired feet are aching and your back is nearly breaking
You must be an automaton when you’re racing with the clock
When you’re racing with the clock you can never get ahead
Every minute seems an hour and you wish that you were dead

Every hour of the day, always seems to want to stay
All your life is repetition,interspersed with supervision
So you do what you must do, just to earn a decent wage
And you have to work and work and work and work until you drop
When you’re racing, when you’re racing, when your racing with the clock.

Solo  1 What kind of day will it be I wonder,
Solo 2 What kind of mood will old Bowkoff be in
Solo 3 What will he say when we cannot hit our target,
Solo 4 Will he dock it off our pay

(As the workers mount the stairs in robotic movements and clock in, Mister Bowkoff appears and chivvies them
along, continually looking at his watch.)

Mr. BOWKOFF Hurry up, Hurry up. No time to waste.
(Over the music the workers greet their manager. whilst he continually checks his watch,)

Workers (various) (spoken) Good Morning Mister Bowkoff
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(Centre tabs open on cue as Mr Bowkoff exits and the cast remove their outdoor coats to reveal their uniforms.
They sing as they take up their work positions. The main characters are all on the downstage conveyor/table)

When you’re racing with the clock every move becomes the same
There’s an aching in your body but you disregard the pain
Every hour of the day is another hour’s pay
When your tired arms are aching and your back is nearly breaking
You become an automaton when you’re racing with the clock.

When you’re racing with the clock,there is nowhere you can hide
You can never hope to beat it, time is never on your side
Every hour of the day with another on the way

` Means your life becomes a mission to avoid the repetition
So you do what you must do, just to earn a decent wage
And you have to work and work and work and work until you drop
When you’re racing when you’re racing with the clock

Solo 1 Will it all start with the usual pep talk
Solo 2 How times are hard and the profits are down
Solo 3 What will he say if we increase the production
Solo 4 Bet he won’t increase our pay

When you’re racing with the clock, when you’re racing with the clock
Every second seems a minute, when you’re racing with the clock
Every hour of the day, is another hour’s pay
Though your tired feet are aching and your back is nearly breaking
You must be an automaton when you’re racing with the clock

When you’re racing with the clock you can never get ahead
Every minute seems an hour and you wish that you were dead
Every hour of the day, always seems to want to stay
All your life is repetition, interspersed with supervision

So you do what you must do, just to earn a decent wage
All you want to do is let the motion stop
When you’re racing, racing,racing racing,racing,racing,racing,racing,
racing,racing,racing with the clock.
(As the music ends,  Mr. Bowkoff enters with Rianna)

Mr. BOWKOFF Naw then, pay attention you lot!   (Pause for effect)  As you are all aware, these are very hard times,
not only for Holiday Hampers I hasten to add, ‘cause as you know we’re in a world recession so
Mister Holiday has decided to reduce the price of our hampers by twenty percent, which  he hopes,
will generate an increase in sales.  Of course it follows that any increase in sales will lead to an
increase in production  (Pompously) Naw I would have made you lot work twenty percent harder, but
he’s decided to add another worker to each line. (To the 5 principals at their assembly line)  So Miss
Rianna here, is to be the new addition to your little group. All I can say is God help her! (to Rianna as
he looks at his watch)  You’ve got five minutes to make yourself known. (Pointing to her rings and the
bracelet) No jewellery while working. Health and Safety rules you know. (with a fatherly smile and
waft of the fingers) Off you go then.

RIANNA (As she removes her jewellery and puts it in her overall pocket) Yes Mr Boogog (The girls giggle)

Mr BOWKOFF (Tartly)  Bow-Koff.. The name’s Bow-Koff

RIANNA Sorry! (Turns to the others as he shakes his head and exits.)
Seems like I’ve got off to a bad start, getting his name wrong

BIANCA Don’t let it bother you. His bark’s worse than his bite.   Hello, I’m Bianca
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CLAIRE And I’m Claire. Just remember to laugh at his jokes.

HANNAH Not that they’re in the least way funny, but if you’re not sure, wait until he laughs first. He always
laughs at his own jokes. Hi. I’m Hannah

DONNA And I’m one of his favourite jokes, my name being  Donna. So don’t get confused when he calls
me Kebab!

RIANNA Donna...........??

HANNAH (Nodding vigorously) Yup!.   Donna..........Kebab...get it!  (Imitates his belly laugh)  Haw Haw Haw.

SUZIE And  it won’t be long before he’s having a go at you as well, just give as good as he sends. Howdee!
I’m Suzie.
(The girls move to their places on the conveyor.)

CLAIRE (Placing Rianna at the end of the row) Welcome to our little family

BIANCA By the way. There’s one more.. Our Kate.  (Girls raise their eyes heavenward)

CLAIRE (Pointing to the obvious gap in the line of workers) Katherine Ree... But we call her ‘Late Kate’.

HANNAH Kate is always late on a Monday morning...(Taps her watch)   She’s due about now!

(Mister Bowkoff enters again as the girls begin placing items into their hampers. As they work, light music
is being played in the background, Kate hurries in short of breath, looking flushed.)

Mr BOWKOFF (with heavy sarcasm) Late as usual Miss..er...Ree.  (pronounced ‘misery’)
Why can’t you get here on time like everyone else?

KATE (With a cheeky grin as she removes her coat)  Ooooo!  What happened!.. Did I miss something?

Mr BOWKOFF (Ignoring the remark)  What’s the excuse this time? Alarm didn’t go off? (she shakes her head)
Bus running late?... (Shakes again)  Funny how everyone else manages to make it on time.
(Dramatically, for the benefit of everyone) Oh No!... Not the old... “Left my lunch box and had to go
back for it”, story again?  (all politely laugh as expected)

KATE (Apologetically) Sorry! Couldn’t find my other shoe.

Mr BOWKOFF (With heavy sarcasm) Well that’s a new one I must say. Hah! Fancy yourself as another Cinderella
then?  Haw Haw Haw!   (All girls mimic his laugh)  Coach turn into a pumpkin did it? Haw Haw
Haw! (All girls laugh again) You’ve as much chance of finding a Prince Charming as I have of being
Pavarotti.

BIANCA (Dryly)  Not sure about the voice, but the  belly’s about the same size. (All laugh)

Mr BOWKOFF (Not amused) Eeeyere. Less of the cheek.  (Turns on Kate who is still smiling) Get along you and join
the other ugly sisters afore I dock an hour off your wage for being late and time wasting.

KATE But you’re the one who’s keeping me talking sir! (Cheekily shrugs her shoulders and joins the others)

BIANCA (Mocking) Will Mister Holiday dock your wage for wasting the worker’s time mister Bowkoff?

KATE Don’t worry, we won’t tell him. (Flippantly) Of course it will cost you..

HANNAH Yeah! An extra 15 minutes on our lunch break sounds fair ladies?

Mr BOWKOFF Extended lunch breaks? If I had my way there’d be no breaks at all. (Shakes his head in disbelief as
he walks to exit)  Extended lunch breaks!.Whatever next!  Younguns today,! No decorum.  No
respect...
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BIANCA (to Kate) Meet Rianna (to Rianna) As you might have gathered, this is  Miss Katherine Ree.. or
should I say,  Mis-er- Ree (all belly laugh again) Haw! Haw!

KATE (Wiggling her fingers at Rianna)  Helloooeee!

HANNAH (To Kate)  Lost a shoe!!  Couldn’t you think of a better excuse than that?

KATE Possibly. But it happens to be true! I had to borrow a pair from mummsy

CLAIRE How can anyone lose a shoe?

SUZIE She’s lost more than that before now!

BIANCA Aye, last time it was her her lunchbox!  (Grabbing at her crotch Michael Jackson-fashion, much to the
everyone’s amusement. She explains to Rianna)   Kate has a weakness for lunchboxes...

HANNAH No prize for guessing who’s!

KATE (Dreamily) It’s my Smiley’s

CLAIRE (Resigned) Yeah, we gathered that!

SUZIE (Not surprised) It could hardly be anyone else. What’s he been up to now?

KATE (Excitedly) Well Saturday night he said I deserved a special treat
(They all respond with a knowing nod and a wink. She continues unabashed)   So he took me on what he
called,  a Magical Mystery Tour.

CLAIRE (Envious) Lucky devil!

KATE (Animated) You’ll  never guess where!

BIANCA (Impatiently) Well???

KATE To see ‘Formula One’ (the girls are envious) They were playing at the Arena

SUZIE (Peeved)  Yeah! I know. Couldn’t afford the ticket price though!

HANNAH Lucky you! (Dreamily) That Jake Palmer’s an absolute dream!

CLAIRE Nah!  Julio’s better looking  (Pouts her lips sexily and pronounces it Oooooo-leo)    And he’s got the
most gorgeous bum!

SUZIE Did Smiley pay for both tickets (Kate nods) Must have cost him a fortune! (Twists her lip) You must
have given him one hell of an experience to merit such a special treat.

KATE Yeah! (With a knowing smile)  But that was afterwards when we went back to his place.

BIANCA (Dryly) How do you think she lost her shoe! (All laugh)

HANNAH (Jokingly to Donna) All I ever got was two  kids.

(As she speaks, Jonty and Digger enter pushing a loaded trolley.

DONNA (Nods in Jonty’s direction) Huh!. It takes me all my time to get the price of a bus ticket out of Jonty!
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DONNA Oh. The usual.. Arguing with Jonty most of the time.  (She replies to their questioning look)
He lost again on the horses, so was in one of his usual....moods

BIANCA (To Rianna) He’s well named.. ‘Moody’ by name ...’Moody’ by nature.  We keep telling her to kick
the guy into touch..(to Donna)  You’re too good for the likes of him!

KATE (defensively) It’s not an easy thing to do if you’re in love with someone. I don’t know what I’d do
without my Smiley.

HANNAH  (puts a comforting hand on Donna’s arm) She has a point. There’s no off and on tap!
(with a ruefull smile) Can’t help who you fall in love with.

DONNA Or out of love.

SUZIE Pardon us if I we don’t sound surprised Donna. It’s pretty obvious you’re not very happy these
days.

DONNA Is it so noticeable?... (Their silence affirms a mutual agreement)

BIANCA Why don’t you just tell him to either change his ways or it’s all over!.

DONNA I keep trying to, but I can never seem to find the right time, or the right words. (music intro as she
shrugs her shoulders) Funny thing this love! I always thought it would last forever.

Song: I DON’T LOVE HIM ANYMORE

Donna The way he made me feel when standing close to him
He was the everything I thought I ever wanted
Now I find that we are worlds apart
And there’s an empty heart where love once grew

How can I tell him I don’t love him anymore
Can I just walk away and say this love affair is over

I look into his eyes and see a stranger there
The pain is hard to bear when all is just pretending
Once we laughed as children do at play
It wish that yesterday was long ago.

If I should tell him I don’t love him anymore
How will I ever know if there will be a bright tomorrow

I lie awake each night and play at counting sheep
I find it hard to sleep I sometimes wake up crying
From my heart I would give anything
To mend love’s broken wings and fly away.

(At the end of the song (‘and aplause’ ) Kate is the first one to break the mood with her light banter)

KATE One of my ex’s was like that.. All he ever thought about was himself... Me. Me. Me...So I booked
him a weekend in ‘Sin City’  (all show incomprehension, she explains)
‘Bangkok’ ........ He came back a different guy.. Especially when I told him how much it had cost..
Grinning like a Cheshire Cat he was... Until I told him I had charged it to his credit card...
(smiling broadly)  It was then he suddenly lost all interest in me.
(Changing the subject as Rianna takes one of the bracelets from her pocket to put back on her wrist)
Oooo I like that!

RIANNA A ‘going away’ present from my father.  (Handing Kate the bracelet)
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KATE Phew! I bet it cost an arm and a leg...  (The others show their disapproval. She backtracks)
I mean.. It looks very expensive. It’s quite heavy...   (Resorting to form) What’s it made of?  Gold?
(She gets a dig from Suzie)

RIANNA (Gives a light laugh) I hardly think so! ..No, It’s only a charm to ward off evil spirits...An old Greek
custom.

CLAIRE (Returning it) Donna could do with something like that, to protect her from Jonty.

RIANNA (Offering it to Donna) If you think it would be beneficial. I don’t mind,

DONNA (Shocked)  No. I couldn’t!

RIANNA Please! I have lots more. Father’s always buying me little  gifts. I’m sure he would insist if he were
here.

BIANCA (to Donna) Awe.. Go on.. Take it... Makes up for all the presents Jonty ‘doesn’t’ buy her.  (taking at
good look at it) Personally, I don’t believe in all that voodoo stuff, but it can’t do any harm and if it
gets you to smile again I may change my opinion...

KATE (To Donna) You never know! It could make him disappear!
(Bianca passes her the bracelet, Donna reluctantly accepts just as Jonty enters and calls to her)

JONTY (Whistles)  Hoy... (whistles again) Hoy Donna!... Are you coming or what!!??? ...

CLAIRE (Pulling a wry face)  Ah Well! One can only live in hope! (With a smile of encouragement)
We’re here if you need us...

(Donna gets up from the seat and with drooped shoulders crosses over to him. He flings an arm aggressively
around her shoulders and they exit)

KATE (Shaking her head) Do you think she’ll tell him?

BIANCA Don’t hold your breath!

SUZIE (Changing the subject)  Rianna? That’s a lovely name!

RIANNA My grandmother’s.. She’s Greek...

KATE (Dreamily)  Rianna.....I think I’ll call my first baby after you.

CLAIRE (To Rianna)  She doesn’t have any.

BIANCA Naw! But she certainly enjoys practising.

HANNAH (to Rhianna) Greece. Is that where you’re from?

RIANNA Sort of.. My father has a place  on one of the smaller  islands, of which there are many.
My mother died a few years ago. A swimming accident...

CLAIRE Awe, sorry to hear that. So what are you doing here?

RIANNA I’m taking a Gap Year out from University. I’m taking my Masters in Socioligy.  So I came to
England to work and learn as much as I can about the customs and habits of the populace.

CLAIRE Well if you don’t want to pick up any bad habits, best stay away from  (Digs Kate) this one.
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KATE Eeeee! What a cheek!

HANNAH I wish I’d done something with my life before saddling myself with two kids.. Travelled, seen
a bit of the world... Instead of having to work for God knows how many years...

KATE Well I don’t intend to spend the rest of my days in one job.. (to Rianna) I want to be like you and
try different things...

BIANCA (with light sarcasm) You should get yourself a job testing matresses. You seem to spend most of
your time on your back!

KATE Eeee! What a cheek!

HANNAH Just be thankful you’ve got a job.

BIANCA Aye. They’re as rare as pork pies at a bamitzvah!

CLAIRE So where are you stopping while your here?

RIANNA I’ve got a room at Mrs Blackthorns boarding house.

CLAIRE What! Old granny Blackthorn?

RIANNA You know her?

SUZIE And her grandson Jethro. Have you met him yet?   She practically brought him up.

RIANNA  (Rianna nods)   He was the one who told me about this vacancy.

KATE He’s dead nice and ever so helpful, but a bit (taps her head)   La La!

BIANCA (Incredulous) Huh! Listen who’s talking!

KATE (To Rianna with a smirk)  She won’t admit it, but our Bianca really has a soft spot for  Jethro.

BIANCA In your dreams kid! (To Rianna) Jethro ain’t the only one who’s (nods towards Kate) La La!

HANNAH (to Bianca) You could do worse

CLAIRE He’s a tryer, I’ll give him that. Always coming up with some get-rich-quick scheme

RIANNA One of these days he may strike lucky. My father started with nothing...

KATE (Dreamily) Wouldn’t it be fab’ to win the Lottery...

SUZIE It’ll never happen!

RIANNA Why not.

SUZIE I don’t put it on do I!

KATE But if you did. What would be the first thing you’d do?

SUZIE Travel. Go on a world tour!

CLAIRE Power Shop, ‘til I drop!

HANNAH Getting my old figure back would be nice!
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BIANCA I’d buy this place and have old Bowkoff working for me. (all laugh)

KATE  Ooooooh!... I can see it now... Smiley and me in our own little cottage by the sea...

(Music intro. They all adopt thinking poses as Kate starts begins to sing)

Song: IT’S ONLY  A  DREAM

Kate Wouldn’t it be loverly to come up on the lottery
And be a squillionaire overnight

Others All those things we ever dreamed about
Would suddenly come true

Bianca And the only hard decision would be what we’d like to do

Kate The first thing I’d do, I would buy me a house
A place of my own to live with my spouse
With acres of land, a view of the sea
Two cars on the drive, one for him one for me.
A couple of kids to play at my feet
What more could one ask to make it complete
We’d live all our days in our little home
Growing old together like Derby and Joan

Suzie The first thing I’d do, I would learn how to fly
I’d buy me a plane and take to the sky
I’d travel the world with consumate ease
Go where I like and do as I please
I’d sail down the Nile with an elegant flair
A lady of style, the wind in my hair
People will ask, who can that girl be
Must be someone special from high society

ALL   (chorus) Though it’s only a dream for the moment
Who’s to say it could never come true
Though  it’s only a dream for the moment
Who’s to say it won’t happen for me or for you

Bianca The first thing I’d do,  I would find me a man
Who’d carry my bags and warm my divan
He’d be at my call from morning to night
And rock me to sleep then turn out the light
His daily routine to be suitably dressed
My muscle machine in shorts and a vest
He’d work on my place from bottom to top
Then work out on me ‘til I tell him to stop

Hannah The first thing I’d do, I would alter my size
A thirty four B. Then suction these thighs
Get back to the shape before I was wed
Recapture my youth and paint the town red
I’d dye my hair blue, shave and wax all my parts
I’d get a tattoo, something with hearts
Now you all may laugh and call me a loon
But  then I’ll be reviving my first honeymoon

ALL (chorus)
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Claire The first thing I’d do I would hire a van
Head straight for the town to buy all I can
No looking at tags to frown at the price
The up-city wags would look at me twice
I’d buy enough shoes to fill up a room
And flatter my nose with expensive perfume
Then suitably decked out in diamonds and pearls
I’d go and get wrecked with the rest of the girls

Kate The first thing I’d do I would buy me a house
A place of my own to live with my spouse

Suzie I’d travel the world with consumate ease
Go where I like and do as I please

Bianca I’d find me a man who’d be suitably dressed
A muscle machine in shorts and a vest

Claire Then suitable decked out in diamonds and pearls
Hannah We’d go and get wrecked with the rest of the girls

All Yes it’s only a dream for the moment
You may say it won’t ever come true
Though it’s only a dream for the moment
Never say it won’t happen for me or for you.
(Slow blackout on their dream-like pose)

End of  Act 1:  Scene 1

ACT 1:   Scene 2: Graham’s Workshop

(At one end of the room are two large work tables holding various computerised and sophisticated hi-tech modules. On the floor
are jobs waiting Graham’s attention, (anything electronic) from Hi-Fi equipment to musical instruments, amplifiers,speakers
etc. Along the back wall there are racks of spare parts and leaning against the wall are various electric guitars along with
keyboard synth’s on stands.  The entrance to the street is offstage right, it has an electronic lock, operated from the remote
control Graham carries in his pocket.)

(The action begins with Graham, wearing headphones, is seated at one of the work tables completely absorbed in the job in
hand, The door voicebell gives out its special warning signal, (a high falsetto voice saying “Who’s dat ringing ma bell?).  He’s
so absorbed he doesn’t hear it, so it‘s repeated. On getting no reply, the door is loudly hammered on, finally attracting his
attention. He removes the headphones and points the remote control at the door which quickly swings open allowing Smiley to
fall into the room. Graham shakes his head and returns to his work)

SMILEY I wish you’d put a ‘Voice Entry’ box outside.

GRAHAM I’ll get round to it sometime. (Waves the remote at him) This works just fine.

SMILEY Maybe for you. (massaging his hand)
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GRAHAM It has to be a solid door to keep out the uninvited. (Gives him the eye) Especially when I’m busy.

SMILEY Sorry mate!  Jethro asked me to meet him here so I sent Kate a text to come here as well, if that’s
O.K? Said she’ll be calling in with Claire.

GRAHAM No probs’. As long as you all keep Jethro outa my hair. (Nods with a look heavenward)
He’s just bought himself a pair of wheels and wants to use part of my workshop for yet another
new business venture.

SMILEY Has he told you what it is?

GRAHAM Naw! But if it’s anything like any of his past brainstorming ideas.  (Gives a ‘thumb down’ gesture)
I’m still waiting for the promised ‘Big Fat Cheque’ from his last exploit.

SMILEY All he said to me was... (Imitating Jethro’s mannerisms) “Smiley my boy. I am about to scale the
dizzying heights of high finance.”

GRAHAM Well you know what they say. “The higher the aspirations, the greater the fall’.

SMILEY You have to admire him though. He never gives up does he.

GRAHAM (Shakes head) Naw! He never knows when to give up. That’s the subtle difference between success,
and failure. And failure is Jethro’s expertise and that’s one venture I’d happily bet on.
(Pauses, shakes his head in silent resignation,then continues briskly).  While we’re talking  business,
how goes the fashion industry these days?

SMILEY Cut throat as usual. It’s hard work keeping new designs under wraps. We work for months preparing
the next season’s creations and within a few weeks they’re churning them out in some far eastern
sweat shop at a fraction of the price.

GRAHAM That must be soul destroying!

SMILEY Trouble is, there’s too many fashion houses these days, but not enough new ideas. Everyone’s
copying what the celeb’s are wearing or a slight modification, so were all stuck on this ‘fashion-
go-round’ but there’s always a fortune to be made if you come up with something new and original.

GRAHAM Sorry I can’t be of any use to you there. Everyone to his own as they say.  (Taps the Oscilloscope)
Electronics is my forte. (The roar of a motorbike arriving is heard. They both look to the door)

SMILEY No prizes for guessing who that is!

GRAHAM (With a shake of the head)  Better let the high financier in.

(Smiley opens the door and Jethro enters with his prize possession, a motorbike that has seen better days.
He’s wearing flashy gear, totally unsuited for riding, but that’s Jethro for you! However, he does have on a
black leather jacket and wears the compulsory helmet. He props the bike up on its stand and steps back to
let them admire his new project)

JETHRO (Removing helmet)  Well! What do you think of her?

GRAHAM (Dryly) She’s not like any woman I know, or would care to know.

SMILEY (Wide eyed)  Is this the big secret?

JETHRO Not yet! But wait until I’m finished?  (Vividly imagining his future creation) Electric blue and
chrome with white wall tyres and black leather panniers. (Shivers with delight)  Oooh! This is it
guys! We’re about to reach the dizzying heights of big business.
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GRAHAM (Who’s heard it all before) Not again!  And Err.... Less of the WE if you don’t mind. I’m only giving
you some temporary floor space in the back room. Don’t involve me in any more of your hair
brained schemes. I value my reputation too much.

JETHRO (Raises eyebrows)  Did I say WE? (Shakes head)  Not likely! (Pats machine) This is my baby

GRAHAM Well that’s a relief!

SMILEY Mmmmm! Sounds like a good idea so far.  (Pursing his lips in silent admiration as he looks at this
futuristic bike)    How much do you reckon it’ll be worth when it’s finished ?

JETHRO (Horrified) I ain’t selling her stoopid, she’s gonna make my fortune. My ride to success!

SMILEY (With a mischievous grin)   Are we talking about the bike or your latest exploit?

JETHRO If you are referring to the feminine (pronounced fe mi- nine) gender. I have given up that particular
pursuit! (They look at him with disbelief.)  Well for the moment that is!... (proudly) Ah yes my
friends,  I am sacrificing the sins of the flesh for a much more satisfying vocation. I need to save
all my strength for the challenges ahead!

GRAHAM (Sarcastically)  The suspense is killing me. What’s the plan this time?

JETHRO (Business-like)  You’ve heard on the news about the government selling off parts of the Postal
Service.  Well this is where I step in and take over.. Only in a small way at first of course, build it
up bit by bit, area by area, until we cover the whole country.

GRAHAM (to Smiley) There’s that we again

 JETHRO (Ignoring the jibe,tapping the panniers) I can see it now.. (Dreamlike) The Royal Coat of Arms.
(Dramatically) “By appointment to her Maj’.”.

GRAHAM (Humouring him) Ah! So it’s the ‘ROYAL’  “WE.” ... That explains a lot

SMILEY (Puzzled) Isn’t exactly what you’d call ‘Ground breaking technology’ is it?

GRAHAM (To Smiley) The only coat of arms he’ll be seeing, is the one over the gates of Her Majesty’s
Prison!

JETHRO (Disdainfully) Oh you of little faith! Where is your imagination?  Where is your vision?.

GRAHAM  I’m not wearing rose tinted glasses mate. Still, it’s your money you’re wasting.

SMILEY (Embarrassed) Well, not exactly all of his money.

JETHRO (Claps Smiley soundly on the back) Just a small, temporary loan, to get me started.

GRAHAM (Not surprised)   It won’t be a short term loan then. (Jethro is about to reply) And before you ask me
for any money, the answer is No Chance.  Be thankful I’m allowing  you the use of my premises,
once again,  and that’s definitely ‘Short Term!’

JETHRO (Flippantly) You’ll be sorry!.Wait ‘til my Courier Service to the ‘Upper Class’ is going nationwide.
(Proudly) Ah yes! This will be a highly specialised, bespoke, door to door, hand to hand, personal,
discreet and intimate ‘collection and delivery’ enterprise.

SMILEY (Unimpressed) Sounds mighty like a postal service to me!

GRAHAM (Nods to bike)  That your errrm ... transport fleet? (Both smother their laughter)
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JETHRO (Unperturbed) Mock if you like, but I am made of sterner stuff. From small acorns, grow great oak
trees

SMILEY (Trying not to laugh) Aye but that takes hundreds of years.

GRAHAM (to Smiley) And that’ll be about as long as you’ll  have to wait before you get any money outa him.

JETHRO (Haughtily) I shall resist the temptation to raise two fingers when I park my Ferrari on your drive.
(They both give him an incredulous look, as he imitates a batsman’s striking at a ball)..
Thought that would knock you for six....
(Puffing out his chest)  Now you don’t see it..
(Turns to show the back of his jacket emblazoned with‘JET PROPELLED COURIER SERVICE’)
Now you do! ....
(Turns again and proudly boasts)    “The Jet man’s coming so watch for his trail. ...The Jet man’s
coming to pick up your mail”..
(The other two are speechless. He  continues with a proud explanation) Get it?..... Trail... Mail...

SMILEY (Jokingly) How about ‘Fail?’

GRAHAM (Smothers a laugh) Followed by ‘Jail!’

JETHRO (Ignoring their jibes,he continues unabashed)   “We don’t just make promises, we deliver them”....
“We’ll get it to you first! and... We’ll get it to you fast!”
(Mimes being a fast bowler. The two look at him with mouths agape.He stands between them)
See! I knew you’d be impressed!  (Claps them soundly on their backs, intro music plays)
Have faith brothers! You know what they say...Nothing ventured, nothing gained.

Song: A GUY’S GOTTA DO

JETHRO (sings) To all you doubting Thomases, don’t go chasing promises
Not unless you can, reason everything through
Because a guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do
What a guy’s gotta do

You’ve heard about those men of fame, who only fall to rise again
If you were to ask, for one point of their view
They’d say a guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do
What a guy’s gotta do

(Chorus) For nothing comes from indecision
You could end up with tunnel vision
You won’t get far by sitting upon the fence
If you want a life that’s betterer.
You must be a go and getterer
Nothing else you do will make any sense, believe me

Smiley Beethoven wrote a symphony, but couldn’t hear a single key
So he played along, though he hadn’t a clue

Jethro Because a guy’s gotta do what a guy’s gotta do
What a guy’s gotta do

Graham When Oliver requested more, they quickly threw him out the door
Though he froze and his toes and fingers turned blue

Jethro He said a guy’s gotta do what a guy’s gotta do
What a guy’s gotta do

(Chorus)
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Jethro When Nelson with his one good eye, kissed his sailor friend goodbye
Graham And they asked Mister Hardy, if it was true
Both He said a guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do

What a guy’s gotta do.

Jethro When Armstrong walked upon the moon,
The Earth looked like a toy balloon

Smiley But the credit was shared with all of his crew
Both Because a guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do

What a guy’s gotta do

All (Chorus)

Jethro So when they say it can’t be done
you can prove the doubters wrong

Smiley & Graham As young David said, when Goliath he slew
Jethro A guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do
Smiley & Graham Yes a guy’s gotta do what a guy’s gotta do

All Oh yes a  guy’s gotta do, what a guy’s gotta do.
What a guy’s gotta do

(On the end of the song the door voicebell is heard and as Graham operates the remote, Jethro strides
across to greet Claire and Kate as they enter).

JETHRO Good evening ladies. Welcome to G Force Electronics and (makes a jump turn)
Jet Courier Services   (Flashes the back of his jacket)

CLAIRE (Unimpressed and offhand)  Hello Jethro. What are you up to now?

KATE (Encouragingly) ‘ Like the jacket. .JET.  wicked! (Greets Graham with a wiggle of the fingers)
Hi Graham   (She runs across to Smiley and jumps on him)
How’s me little buttons? Ooooh I’ve missed you...

CLAIRE (Smiles as she walks over and gives Graham an affectionate kiss on the cheek)
She only saw him this morning... Hi Hun..
(She smiles and nods across at Jethro who’s fiddling with his bike)  Another crazy scheme?
(Graham nods then shakes his head)  How long will this one last ?

GRAHAM (Anticipating her question) Don’t ask me. I’m no fortune teller!

KATE Oooh  I love getting my fortune told, don’t I sweetie.

SMILEY (Lovingly) Only the part when they say you’re going to marry a tall dark handsome man.

KATE (Cheekily thinks for a moment)    Ah yes! Now I wonder who that could be  (He slaps her bottom)

GRAHAM So how was work today?

CLAIRE Interesting for a change.  We have a new member of staff  (loudly, to Jethro) Thanks to Jethro..
(questioning)  She’s called Rianna isn’t that right?

JETHRO (Absently, more interested in his bike)) Oh yes!.. Nice girl.. Boarding at Nanna’s..

CLAIRE (To Graham) Got her a job at our place. (to Jethro) Didn’t you?
(He nods absently. She shakes her shoulders and addresses her remarks to Graham)
Hmmmm. Is he ill or something. That’s the first time I’ve known Jethro be so negative about the
opposite sex.
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Solo 1 What will I do when the washer needs replacing
Solo 2 What will I do when the telly breaks down
Solo 3 What will I do when my card’s run out of credit

Will I learn to do without

No more racing with the clock, no more racing with the clock
Every minute passes slowly, when there’s nothing else to watch
Every hour of the day is an hour of delay,
When each day seems never ending, you’re in fear of  over spending
No more days of  expectation, and your pacing to the clock
No more racing with the clock, so you lie all day in bed
And you lose all motivation, when your feet are made of lead
Then you cannot sleep at night and you pray for morning light
All your life is repetition interspersed with fatigation

Every day becomes the same , you’re a number not a name
All you want to do is find another job
And be racing, racing, racing, racing,racing, racing
Racing, racing, and once more be racing, racing with the clock

(The workers exit and the principals move downstage allowing the centre tabs to close.
Mr Bowkoff  enters and wearily shakes his head and shrugs his shoulders).

Mr BOWKOFF How things can change in such a short time. I always thought I’d retire gracefully.

BIANCA Ah Well! that’s my divan warmer out of the window! (Bowkoff gives her an enquiring look)

CLAIRE We were all dreaming of coming into a fortune....

HANNAH A regular wage packet sounds like a fortune now.

BIANCA It’s funny really. Just the other day I was telling this lot they were lucky to have a job.

SUZIE (Kindly to Bowkoff) What will you do now?

Mr BOWKOFF (with light sarcasm) Well I was thinking of buying a holiday villa in the Bahamas, or investing in a
South African diamond mine and spend the rest of my time cruising the Mediterranean.
(with sad resignation)  Seriously though, I don’t hold out much on finding another position at my
age.

HANNAH (Teasing) You’re certainly no spring chicken, but you still know how to ruffle my feathers.

Mr BOWCOFF (Dreamily) Ah! There was a time when I could put into  practice what I now tend to preach .
The mind may be willing, but these old bones just aren’t up to it. So I guess I may as well succumb
to the inevtable and begin taking a more leisurely view of life...

SUZIE (Putting a comforting hand on his arm) You’re a very good manager and with your experience I’m
sure you’ll find  something.

Mr  BOWKOFF I wish I had your foresight dear. (Smiles) But thank you for the sentiment. On which note I shall
now retire gracefully. At least I don’t have the onerous pleasure of having to sack anyone else.
(He exits S.R. The principals remain to continue their conversation)

BIANCA You know if it wasn’t for the fact that we’re all unemployed and almost broke, I think I’d enjoy
lazing around all day.

CLAIRE (to Hannah) The life of the idle rich certainly appeals, doesn’t it?  (Kate  enters)
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KATE Sorry I’m late. Have I missed anything?

SUZIE Typical... She’s even late when there’s nothing to be late for.

KATE Don’t blame me. (with a cheeky grin as Smiley enters)  He decided to give me breakfast in bed didn’t
you me little dumpling?

SMILEY What’s that sweetie?

HANNAH She was just telling us how she waits on you hand and foot.
(With a touch of sarcasm) You’re such a lucky guy.....little Dumpling....

SMILEY (Missing the pointed barb of the comment)  Eeee. I know.. Isn’t she a gem! She’s my little diamond.

SUZIE Well she certainly sparkles when you’re around.

BIANCA Aye and he’s obviously dazzled by the light. (all laugh,even Kate)

SUZIE Ah, but be fair... She did  get here eventually!

HANNAH Only because Smiley brought her, or she’d have spent the day in bed. With, or without, lover boy.
(Looking at Kate who gives an innocent,‘who me?’ look)

CLAIRE (Graham enters from S.L.) Hi Hun..(to others) Graham’s taking me to town for lunch later.

SUZIE Oooo! What’s the big occasion?

CLAIRE (explains to the others)  A special cash in hand job.

BIANCA We could all do with some of that...

SUZIE (To Graham) I hear! Jethro’s really playing for high stakes this time. What’s all this about him
getting his own transport and starting a courier service?

BIANCA Don’t make me laugh! Seeing as how Jethro hasn’t two pennies to rub together. The only wheels
he could afford, would be on a pushbike.

GRAHAM  (Defensively) This was just a one-off  favour ‘til he gets up and running. . He’s a mate, I wasn’t
going to refuse. Anyhow, you never know, this time he could prove us all wrong.
(Jethro enters)

BIANCA (Nods knowingly at Suzie) No time like the present then.....
 (To Jethro with undisguised affection) So what brings you here Lover Boy?

JETHRO (With his usual unabashed optimism)  You will not believe this, but I have just pulled off the deal of
the century.. Oh Yes!.. Ladies... You are about to become the next hottest thing since the Spice
Girls... And it’s all down to yours truly... Mister Fixit has done it again...

CLAIRE (with dry sarcasm) I know! Don’t tell me!  You’ve bought out old man Holiday so now we’ll all be
working for you.

JETHRO Not quite. But just as good as....I heard you was all being redundantised, so I’ve been using my
influence and got you a spot at the Palace...

KATE Oooo! Making picnic baskets for the Royal Family!... Fab!

JETHRO Not that Palace silly.... Better than that... (Waving a piece of paper at them) I have here an exclusive
contact for you to perform on the stage of the Palace Theatre, next week... As the supporting act
to none other than... Brett Butler and the Scarlettos
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KATE Woweee!.. I’ve got all their C.Ds..

GRAHAM Hang about! (Purposefully) Three questions... One.. What contract?...Two... Who is you?? And
Three...Performing what???

SMILEY And what has this to do with this Courier Service you were so enthusiastic about..

JETHRO Ah the last one’s easy... If it hadn’t been for my Courier Service calling in to pick up that repair job
for Graham here. I wouldn’t have got to meet the owner of The Palace, who just happened to
mention that he was in a bit of a fix. The supporting band  for one of his main events had pulled out
at the last minute, so he asked me if I knew of a suitable all-girl group who could fill in. (Winks at
the boys) Had to be ‘All Girls’ to entice the lads in. (Girls are not impressed)  So after a bit of hard
negotiating I got him to agree a fee of seven hundred and fifty moolars, for you lot to do it.
(casually takes out a rolled up paper and waves it at them)  Less my usual discount fee of 10%  of
course.

SMILEY (Amazed) Seven fifty quid! Not bad for a night’s work.

GRAHAM One small problem though... To what all-girl group are we referring here?

JETHRO Well that’s the ‘who’ part. I refer to Claire and Kate of course...

GRAHAM Oh I see...And just what are they supposed to do to earn all this cash? ..(Shakes his head)

JETHRO (Disbelieving) ) Aw. Come on... I was there the other night when they were performing.
(proudly to Bianca & Suzie) They was pretty dammned good too. Best I’ve heard in a long time...
Better than they get on those T.V. Talent Shows!

CLAIRE (Amazed at his naievity) But that wasn’t us you dummy! We were just miming. The keyboard was
making all of the sounds...

KATE (Not seeing the point) Ha Ha. Fooled you didn’t we...

JETHRO (Dismayed) Ah!.(Grits his teeth) Certainly fooled me!

SMILEY That only leaves the contract...(claps him on the back) Guess you’ll just have to cancel it.
Mister Fixit.

JETHRO Ah!... That could be a little difficult. (Waving the paper) This being a watertight legal document..
And I did lay it on a bit thick like...Sort of.....

CLAIRE Sort of, meaning...(Mockingly) “The best thing since the Spice Girls?”

JETHRO Sort of..

GRAHAM And?.....

JETHRO And so I told him the group’s name was

KATE (Brightly) I know! The Spice Jars..(all frown) Pepperpots?

JETHRO Naw! I said you hadn’t decided on a name yet. So we agreed it should be something
Exotic...Erotic....With a hint of mystery...

SUZIE Do tell...

JETHRO He suggested THE MASKERADERS...(drawing two fingers across his eyes) sounded classy... A bit
‘Phantom of the Oper..ish’ in fancy costume and wearing those sequine masks. He really got fired
up about the idea.. Rushed straight off to the printers with it!.. I guess that’s what swung it my
way...So that’s what you’re signed up as.(Dreamily)  ‘The Maskeraders’...Not bad eh?
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CLAIRE (with dismay)  Oh Great! And whose names are on this contract?.. (His look tells it all)...

JETHRO (Hurries on) Ah well,  only Yours and  Kates. and mine as your manager, of course.

KATE Oooo! The Maskeraders  ....Coooool!....  Will we have our name up in lights?..

CLAIRE (Dryly) Aren’t you forgetting Kate dear!  There’s one slight element missing... We can’t play!
and we can’t sing!... We’ll be the laughing stock of Downtown.!.. .

KATE (Ever the optimist) I wouldn’t say that... I’ve seen loads of groups on the telly that always mime to
the music. (to Graham) You know that more than anyone!   And if we can fool Jethro, why not a
bunch of clubbers. The guys will probably be too pie-eyed to know the difference. And the girls
won’t be bothered anyways, ‘cause they’ve only come to see Brett Butler! Besides, (brightly)
think of the ‘Money Honey!’

SMILEY (Supportively)  She’s could be right...On the other hand,  anybody could fool Jethro.  (to Graham)
But if you could fix the equipment, I bet they could bluff their way through a few songs before
anyone cottoned on! . As Kate says, Who cares, as long as they look good?. I’m sure I can dream
up something suitably sexy and outlandish for them to wear.

JETHRO (Hopefully) It’s only a forty five minute spot.

GRAHAM (to Smiley and Kate) Okay.. So if we go along with your idea, how long have we got to put a set
together?

JETHRO (with renewed vigour) Oh loads of time.. next Saturday night...

BIANCA (More sarcasm) Five days.. Yeah! Loads of time...

GRAHAM If they’re to get away with it they’ll need more than two performers.

CLAIRE I don’t mind sharing the money, (gives Jethro a hard look) if it gets us outa this mess...

GRAHAM (to Bianca)  How do you fancy being a drummer..... for one night only?

BIANCA (Taken aback) You’ve got to be kidding.  (She melts under their encouraging look)
Okay. Okay. but only if you make it worth my while. (rubbing two fingers against her thumb)

JETHRO Fantazamoso! You were born to whirl the sticks, Honey bun...

BIANCA (Dryly)  If only to beat you with Honey Chile!

GRAHAM You’ll also need a bass player. (all look at Suzie)

SUZIE Woah!.. Don’t involve me in your mad idea...

CLAIRE (with a sly grin) Not even for a hundred quid?

SUZIE (Pretends to think but is already tempted by the offer)  Oh what the Hell! If anything, it’ll be good for
a laugh...(mimes playing the bass) But like Bianca.. I’m only doing it for the money.

GRAHAM You’ll need a vocalist.  (All turn to Hannah)

HANNAH (Backing off) No Way Hosay! I don’t mind playing tea maker, if I can get a babysitter. Besides, I
can’t sing. (All turn to Smiley who raises his eyebrows,and shakes his head positively at Graham)

GRAHAM There’s a limit guys! (Smiling) I may be able to fake the instrumentals, but not the vocalist
Besides he’s not a woman! (Kates look says it all!)
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DOWNTOWN DIVAS
SYNOPSIS

ACT 1.   Scene 1. Holiday Hampers Pages 7-18

The story begins with the entry of the workers as they clock in for the day’s shift. We are introduced to all of the principal female
players and two of the male characters. Mr Bowkoff, (the work’s manager) and Jonty & Digger (two of the shop floor workers). In
this scene we meet Rianna a foreign student on her sabatical, working her way around Europe.  She is welcomed by the rest of the girls
on the assembly line who all introduce themselves, under the ever watchful eye of Mr. Bowkoff. This is when the individual characteristics
of each worker is quickly defined. From the no-nonsense, synical Bianca, the motherly Hannah, sensible Claire, Environmentalist
Suzie to the carefree teenager Kate (or “Late Kate “as everyone calls her) and finally the reclusive Donna when we witness the friction
between and her and her partner Jonty, a relationship that seems to have run its course and is about to come to an inevitable conclusion.

Scene 2.  Graham’s Workshop Pages 18-26

The scene opens with Graham in his repair shop ‘G Force Electronics’ where he’s joined by Kate’s boyfriend Smiley.  It isn’t long
before the final main character Jethro (Jet) arrives in his usual brash and boistrous manner. Ever the optimist and always looking for
the next ‘big break’ or as he always calls it “Business Venture” This time he informs his two friends, it’s a “Postal Service” to which
he’s given with the grandoise title, ‘Jet Propelled Courier Service’.  For this new venture he has acquired an old clapped out
motorbike?  Now all of the characters have been introduced, the storyline moves forward with Jethro revealing this latest ‘business
plan.’to Claire and Kate when they arrive, obviously not at all impressed (again) and when Jethro exits the other room with his new
transport, Kate decides to mime to a demo piece on one of the synthesisers in for repair. Claire joins her much to the amusement of the
boys. When Jethro re-enters he is totally ‘taken in’ by the talented duo, so they all keep up the charade. During this episode, Claire
receives a phone call telling her of the sudden illness of Mr. Holiday, the proprietor of Holiday Hampers.

Scene 3.  The Worker’s Canteen (2 weeks later) Pages 26 - 34

As a result of the phone call we are now in the work’s canteen where a sombre Mr. Bowkoff informs the staff of the closure of the
business. However, later on in this scene, ever on the make, Jethro has come up with another brilliant money-making venture, (or so he
thinks). He tells Claire and Kate he is now a theatrical agent and he’s booked them perform at the downtown Palace Theatre. There is
however, one slight problem, (as we know), neither Claire nor Kate are musicians, a fact pointed out with equall fortitude.  Unfortunately,
Jethro has entered them into a lucrative but binding contract with financial penalties if they back out. Consequently it is decided that
the one-off performance will go ahead with Graham ‘fixing’ the equipment to look as though they are actually performing live. They
cajole two of the other ladies (Bianca & Donna)  into this ‘band’  named ‘The Maskeraders,’ with the promise of a share of the money.
This is also the scene in which Donna breaks the news to Jonty telling him she is to be the ‘lead singer’ in the new group. This creates
the catalyst which brings about their break-up, the scene ends with Jonty (egged on by his mate Digger) promising retribution to the
other girls whom he believes are responsible for turning Donna against him

INTERVAL
ACT 2.  Scene 1.  The Palace of Varieties - Stage Door Pages 35 - 41

The setting is ‘The Stage Door’ street entrance. The cast are arriving for the morning rehearsal prior to the evening performance. Jonty
and Digger are planning to ‘spirit away’ Donna, thus preventing her from taking part. In this way they are sure that the performance
will fail. The plan is put into action, with the assistance of Digger’s cousin Jacko,  Donna is persuaded to leave with him on a pretext
that Jonty is threatening to self-harm.  Naturally her absence causes panic with the rest of the group members, knowing their performance
will have to be cancelled.  It is at this point Rianna’s father ‘Homer’ arrives and provides the answer to Donna’s whereabouts

Scene 2.  The Performance Pages  42-43

The scene opens with the Compere announcing a change to the programme  “due to unforseen circumstances” etc.  However, Jethro
saves the day, provide a holding tactic, with his ‘Plan B’.  Donna is eventually able to join the group thereby fulfilling the obligations
of the contract.

Scene 3. After the Show Pages 44-47

After a successful performance, we learn how Holiday Hampers is also saved from closure and Jethro announces his next new business
venture. ‘Jet Stream Travel’.. Does this guy ever give up!?

ACT 3. Holiday Hampers. The Finale Pages 48-51
In this concluding scene the play ends on a happy note, with everyone’s wish materialising (except Jonty’s) just as intended.
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DOWNTOWN DIVAS
BOOK, MUSIC & LYRICS BY DENNIS A.WESTGATE

THE CAST
16 principals:  (7 females + 9 males)  + members of the chorus

THE WORKERS AT HOLIDAY HAMPERS  (See profiles in the Libretto pages 5 & 6))

1)  RIANNA *
2)  SUZIE **
3)   KATE *
4)  HANNAH **
5)  DONNA *
6)  BIANCA **
7)  CLAIRE **
8)  JONTY *
9)  Mr. BOWKOFF
10) DIGGER
OTHER PRINCIPALS

11)  GRAHAM **
12)  JETHRO (Jet} BLACKTHORN *
13)  SMILEY (Simon) **
14)  HOMER  DIMITRIUS
15)   JACKO (& COMPERE)  (Typical Bingo announcer. Loud and confident.  Also a member of the chorus)
16)   BRETT BUTLER   (A non-speaking part. flamboyant Rock Star, also a member of the chorus)

MEMBERS OF THE CHORUS ........... (Various ages with dancing & singing abilities)

THE MUSIC

1) Racing with the Clock .............................. Principals (main females) & Chorus.. ... 4
2) My Cinderella Fella .................................. Kate & Principals ................................ 10
3)  I Don’t Love Him Anymore ..................... Donna .................................................. 13
4) It’s Only a Dream...................................... Principals & Chorus ............................ 15
5) A Guy’s Gotta Do ..................................... Jethro, Graham & Smiley .................... 19
6) The Next Best Thing ................................. Kate & Principals ................................ 24
7) Mister One and Only ................................ Jethro & Chorus .................................. 27
8) No More Racing with the Clock ............... Chorus ................................................. 32
9) This Way For Fame ................................... Kate & Principals ................................ 38
10) Loving Can Hurt ....................................... Donna & Jonty..................................... 40
11) Tonight’s the Night ................................... Chorus ................................................. 46
12) The Masquerade ........................................ Jethro & Chorus Dancers .................... 49
13) It’s Over .................................................... Donna & The Maskeraders .................. 52
14) Downtown Girl ......................................... The Maskeraders & Chorus Dancers .. 54
15) Guilty ........................................................ Jethro & Full Cast ............................... 57

NOTE
* KATE, DONNA, JETHRO & JONTY
MUST HAVE STRONG SINGING VOICES.

** SUZIE, HANNAH, BIANCA,
SMILEY, CLAIRE & GRAHAM
MUST ALSO BE GOOD SINGERS.
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